2022-2023 EPSF Classroom Grant Program- West Dodge Station Elementary School Grants
School

Grant Name

Description

West
I have one of the older document cameras in my classroom. We use it multiple times a day.
Dodge
Document Camera With all the daily use, it is not working like it used to. I would like to replace the document
Station
and Laser Pointer camera with a new version. I am also requesting a laser pointer. This will help me point to
Elementary
things as I walk around the room assisting students.

The Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention Is a powerful, short-term intervention that
provides daily, intensive, small-group instruction, which supplements classroom literacy
teaching. LLI turns struggling readers into successful readers with engaging leveled books and
fast-paced, systematically designed lessons. The LLI system can be used by classroom
teachers, Reading Specialists, Special Education teachers and ELL teachers who are looking
for a systematic approach to reading outside of the reading curriculum. The LLI Red kit
West
Fountas & Pinnell’s provides a range of high-quality, high-interest books (levels L-Q) for students to read while
Dodge
Leveled Literacy receiving explicit, direct instruction to help develop and strengthen reading strategies that can
Station
Intervention Red then be carried over into the classroom in all subject areas. This grant will benefit students by
Elementary System, Levels L-Q developing engaged, enthusiastic readers while growing in the areas of reading and
comprehension strategies. The LLI systems are designed to: Advance the literacy learning of
students not meeting grade-level expectations in reading Deepen and expand comprehension
with close reading Elevate the expertise of teachers Increase reading volume by engaging
students in large amounts of successful daily reading Increase student engagement with books
that build knowledge Intervene with small groups of struggling readers to maximize growth Meet
the needs of struggling readers Monitor student progress.
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Britney
Fowler

1st

$

413

Amanda
Vogt

K-5th

$

5,776

$

6,189

